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[Side A] 
 
Unidentified Speaker: Dr. Batson is introduced 
 
Dr. Beatrice Baston: leads the audience in prayer, then speaks on “The Student in a 
Technological Age” 

• explains title of lecture series: A Perspective on the Humanities in the Christian 
University in the 1990s 

• intended to point out to people that there are still things to be pondered, even 
though our society is so “advanced” 

o [5:00] we need to ask the question, “Then what?” 
• shares a story about a conversation with a former student. He asked, “What really 

matters to students now?” 
• she returned the question: “what kind of person would you like to see on a college 

campus?” He said, “Hungry students. Let them be angry, let them be cynical, let 
them be facetious, let them be rude—what ever they are, let them be hungry for 
whatever nourishment will feed them mentally, emotionally, and spiritually, for as 
long as they live. They need to know that what they yearn for now can shape the 
direction of their entire lives.” 

o [10:00] students are hungering for more than food; they feel anonymous in 
universities that seem to lack purpose 

• universities that contain the humanities have a heartbeat that must not die: they 
understand that God the creator has something to say. You should feel what others 
feel, and think what others think. They are urging you to be a human being 
created in God’s image. 

• shares three statements: 
o student statement: “We’re all divided. And we’re divided up into punches 

in an IBM card…The real revolution will come when we decide to throw 
away our computer cards. We are all numbers lost within other numbers, 
and we don’t have a name” [paraphrased] 

o student statement: “We’re drifting towards something worse then 
mediocrity, and that is absolute indifference” 

o professor statement: “Many of the most sensitive students simply feel 
starved, mentally, emotional, and spiritually. We are protesting against 
what seems to be an arid classroom to provide the education that the 
college catalogue promised…Students are trying to put moral questions 
back on the agenda, but no one is responding to them” [paraphrased] 

• [15:00] references Caligula by Camus: “To lose one’s life is no great matter; to 
die is no great matter. What’s intolerable is to see one’s life be drained of 
meaning, to be told that there’s no reason to live.” 

• the plight of anonymity plagues the campus today: “no one seems to know my 
name” 

• “Anonymity” says Madeline L’Engle, “is the disease of unnaming” 
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o brings attention to how often, in the New Testament, Christ calls people 
by name 

• returns to Madeline L’Engle: “We live in a society that would unname us like 
slaves and prisoners; we have our names taken away from us and we are left to 
our SSN, and the numbers on our credit cards, and the electronic gibberish on the 
bottom of our cheques…all that matters is the number. It no longer matters what 
we use for a name!” [paraphrased] 

• shares a story about Madeline refusing to provide her SSN to people, and insisting 
on the importance of her name 

• [20:00] names are significant: Adam was told to name the creatures, not count 
them 

• references the play The Bald Soprano 
o names in this play do not matter—there is no identity 
o there is a discussion of a family where each member is named “Bobby 

Watson” 
o when everyone bears the same name, names disappear or become 

meaningless; it is impossible to talk about them with any accuracy. 
Identity is lost. 

o Later in the play, Mr. Martin shyly turns to Mrs. Martin and says, 
“Haven’t I seen you before?” Not even a husband and wife, in that 
intimate relationship, have anything to communicate. Everything 
underscores the inability to understand one another. 

o [25:00] this play illustrates fear, brokenness; a fear of tomorrow. Everyone 
wishes for someone to restore meaning or harmony, to change their 
situation. 

• she explains why she chose this illustration: she does not believe that the 
Christian university holds to this meaninglessness; it does not stand aloof from 
pain and suffering in the human situation. 

• she recalls an interview of a writer: the interviewer asked him why he would write 
a book that brings so little joy or happiness to anyone who reads it. The 
interviewer seemed so pained, and his face said, “Don’t you think I care?” 

• there was an opinion in a editorial that said that people who think about the 
Humanities think in terms of art museums, good things to have, ornaments to the 
community, and harmless pastimes. 

• the understanding of the humanities is in fragments. When we get a captive 
audience, we don’t know how to teach them.  

• the humanities are the very heart of this university. The prophets of doom tell us 
the humanities will wither and die [30:00] due to lack of interest—but the 
prophets of hope declare there are too many people who realize that the day of 
this kind of school is yet to come. 

 
[tape ends suddenly] 
 
[30:55] 
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[End Side A] 

 
[Side B] 

 
[missing] 
 

[End Side B] 
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